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1. An IT administrator installed DiskXtender on a file server. After 30 days, files stop migrating. What is the
cause?
A.DiskXtender needs to be restarted once a month.
B.Evaluation license has expired.
C.MediaStor has not been installed.
D.Search Module has not been installed.
Answer: B
2. Click the Exhibit button.
As displayed in the exhibit, a File System Manager configuration has two media groups, Centera and
NAS. Two move rules are configured, one for each media group, and listed in the order displayed in the
exhibit.
If the file Medical.GIF qualifies for a move, to which media will the file be migrated?

A.Both EMC Centera and NAS

B.EMC Centera media only
C.NAS media only
D.Neither
Answer: C
3. Company ABC is planning its storage management using DiskXtender for Windows. It decided to use
Retained NAS media for the secondary storage. Which retention settings are available?
A.Retention Class, Retention Period, and Infinite Retention
B.Retention Period
C.Retention Period and Infinite Retention
D.Retention Period and Retention Class
Answer: B
4. Files that were deleted from the extended drive cannot be recovered from the DiskXtender Recycle Bin.
The recycle bin is enabled, but its empty schedule is not configured. Why is the recycle bin empty?
A.The end user deleted the files and therefore they would not appear in the recycle bin.
B.The file has to be restored from a backup first.
C.The files have not been purged yet.
D.The files were deleted using a Privileged Delete.
Answer: D
5. Who is the primary target audience for the DiskXtender Search Module?
A.CIO
B.End users and security officers
C.End users
D.Security officers and IT managers
Answer: D
6. A customer using a non-extended attribute aware backup solution notices metadata exports are as
large as the current extended drive used space. How can their metadata exports be optimized?
A.Set metadata export to include files from media folders only
B.Set metadata export to include files not in media folders
C.Schedule incremental metadata exports
D.Set metadata exports to export managed files only
Answer: D
7. What is a benefit of file system archiving?
A.Allows data to be restored to a point in time
B.Provides encryption protection

C.Provides for disaster recovery
D.Reduces backup times
Answer: D
8. Which environment could benefit most from an archive solution?
A.The files are deleted often.
B.The files are often accessed.
C.The files are often requested for recovery to a point in time.
D.The files are rarely modified.
Answer: D
9. A customer deployed DiskXtender for Windows in their environment and archives the data to NAS and
EMC Centera. The files in their environment change once every 30 days.
How many versions of each file are managed by DiskXtender 100 days after deployment?
A.1
B.2
C.3
D.4
Answer: A
10. Company ABC configured its data to be purged from the extended drive based on purge start and
stop watermarks. If a file is qualified for purging, when will the file be purged from the extended drive?
A.Daily at 12 A.M.
B.During indexing
C.During the next background scan, even if the purge start watermark is not reached
D.When the purge start watermark is reached
Answer: D
11. A company currently uses an archiving solution to manage its storage. In addition to archiving, what
else should the company implement to prepare for disaster recovery?
A.Antivirus appliance
B.Backup software
C.Compression software
D.Encryption software
Answer: B
12. The DiskXtender license has expired and the Log file shows the following error message:
ERR 02/19 20:15:59 (0A50) [Dm_Agent.cpp, 1987] license has expired. File migration functionality is now
disabled (16553).

Which statement is correct?
A.DiskXtender cannot be used for any type of operation.
B.It is still possible for a user to fetch migrated data.
C.It is still possible to use file migration if the target is EMC Centera.
D.No tape operation is possible.
Answer: B
13. A move rule had been configured with an age delay of 30 days from create time. It is 90 days past the
create time and files are not moving and there are no files in the move list. What needs to be done to add
the files to the move list?
A.Add media to the move group
B.Run a background scan
C.Run a metadata export
D.Set tracing on the move rule
Answer: B
14. A customer notices migrations suddenly stopped. End users can still fetch files. They have not
changed anything in their configuration. What could be the cause?
A.The customer has exceeded their license capacity.
B.The delete rule was not executed.
C.The index rule was not executed.
D.The purge rule was not executed.
Answer: A
15. After a brief network outage users cannot fetch files. The fetch schedule is active. The media is online
and there is ample space on the extended drive. DiskXtender has full control of the files. What needs to
be done to resume fetching?
A.Flush the pending transactions
B.Restart the DiskXtender services
C.Run a background scan
D.Run an incremental metadata export
Answer: A
16. The DiskXtender virtual server failed over to the second node. The extended drive is running out of
space and the associated media are nearly full. What needs to be done to add new media?
A.Create a new move rule
B.Fail back to the primary node
C.Manually create media on the standby node

D.Use the auto-create media function on the standby node
Answer: B
17. Which DiskXtender media service type is used to manage tape media?
A.ACSLS
B.EMC Centera Backup and Recovery Module (CBRM)
C.NAS
D.TSM
Answer: B
18. Three move rules are created in the following order:
1. Move all PDF files to Tape media
2. Move all files to EMC Centera media
3. Exclude all PDF files
What will the behavior of File System Manager be with regard to the file MyFile.pdf?
A.File is excluded from migration.
B.File is migrated to both Tape and EMC Centera media.
C.File is migrated to EMC Centera media.
D.File is migrated to Tape media.
Answer: A
19. Ajax Investments is using the multi-target migration feature of DiskXtender to migrate file data to EMC
Centera and Tape media. Which media services must be installed in this environment?
A.EMC Centera and ACSLS
B.EMC Centera Backup and Recovery Module
C.EMC Centera Backup and Recovery Module and MediaStor
D.NAS and EMC Centera
Answer: B
20. Which rules always take precedence?
A.Exclusion rules
B.Inclusion rules
C.Index rules
D.Rules that are listed first in the DiskXtender administrator interface
Answer: A
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